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Arasa is on a quest to prove that she is the firstborn twin and,
therefore, heir to her father’s Flame Sea throne. She and her sister,
Kalasa, have been searching for a way to prove who was first born,
each going in different directions with their investigation. Arasa finds
an ancient text stating the true heir would make a barefoot pilgrimage
from the “Womb to the Heart”. The land will protect the heir as she
makes the journey over treacherous land, barefoot and weaponless.
Elrik is a sorcerer or mage who assists Arasa at a pivotal time in her
search for the Womb. He agrees to assist her in her quest as the
enigmatic Arasa intrigues him. After joining Kalasa and her fiancé,
the four set out on their journey together. However, someone in their
group is not what they appear to be and there is treachery afoot.
Who will complete the journey and become the next ruler of the Flame
Sea? Will the burgeoning love between Arasa and Elrik survive the
scrutiny if she is the chosen heir?
BIRTHRIGHT is an exciting fantasy romance. Jean Johnson has penned
another winning tale that will draw readers into a new realm to explore
and savor. It is brimming with sensuality and adventure. Vivid details
add remarkable depth to this fascinating and entertaining story. Arasa
and Elrik are wonderful characters whose realistic interaction and witty
dialogue propel the story to superb conclusion. BIRTHRIGHT illustrates
why Johnson is a rising star in the paranormal romance genre.
ELEMENTAL MAGIC is jam-packed with action, romance, and intrigue.
The heroes and heroines are delightfully realistic. They are so well
described that they come to life in the pages of this remarkable book.
I felt each emotion as the characters experienced them, whether it
was amusement, sorrow, fear or ecstasy. These four authors from
such diverse writing backgrounds came together to create an
extraordinary book containing something for every paranormal fan.
All four stories touched my heart. Reading ELEMENTAL MAGIC is the
perfect way to enjoy a magical autumn day!

